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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.5 
 

Please note that this update requires client installations! 

General 

 SSTG-9F8DQG - News: The setting Info procedures follow the active record in Settings | Customize is 
also applicable for the Customer Order Info procedure. 

 LAHM-9VJCZC - Printout and preview of the Change log didn’t display by whom and when changes were 
made. 

 SSTG-9WECQH - News: Now it’s possible to select on Work center in the Start page components Reported 
quantity/work center and Reported time/work center. 

 SWIO-A2FDAK - When Previous activity completed is activated, shall only the activities ready for reporting 
for the user be displayed. This may be the first activity in an activity list or an activity whose previous 
activity is reported as finished. 

 JLIN-A2LCHX - The Check Delivery Times procedure used Accumulated diff when it searched for capacity 
for a Work center. If you had 1 hour space on for instance Monday and 1 hour on Tuesday, there was 
Accumulated diff 2 hours on Tuesday and the CDT suggested that there were enough capacity to release an 
order 2 hours on Tuesday. Now this is changed and the calculation search for a day where the entire 
operation fits. 

 JEDS-A33HQR - Now Rasterex Perfect Office (PreferencePreConvOffice) is set in monitor.ini. 

 JLIN-A3492T - It was possible to register the same Part on several rows in the Register Blanket Order – 
Purchase and Register Blanket Order – Sales procedures. 

 FOHN-A38G3G - News: Now we have implemented support for SolidWorks 2015, in addition older versions 
operating systems (Windows XP / 2003 / Vista / 2008) retain support for previous versions of SolidWorks. 

 AFOG-A3CDCE - Icons for different file formats are no longer displayed in the window for Export of lists. 
The loading of the icons took too long time. 

 AFOG-A3CKMT - Problems occurred when displaying xlsx format after export to Excel 2016. 

 AFOG-A3CKPJ - If you had selected one or more Warehouses, it wasn’t possible to export lists to Excel with 
MDC. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Warehouse management. 

 FOHN-A3HAFX - A new version of redemption is included when you install MONITOR. 

 JELA-A3HCWK - Icons for different file formats are displayed in the window for Export of lists. 

 FOHN-A3VHMN - It wasn’t possible to send attached files with e-mails from Outlook 2016 several times. 
(This problem did not occur with msi based installation of Office 2016 Professional Plus.) 

 JEDS-A3WBNT - The supplement Document Viewer is updated to version 17.1. 

 AFOG-A44M46 - MONITOR is displayed in the title on message boxes so you can identify which software 
the message box belong to. 

Manufacturing 

 JLIN-9L5JM5 - If you didn’t leave the field before you saved, the Unit time wasn’t saved in the 
Preparation procedure. 

 JLÖR-A2TF7T - The Physical Inventory List of Tools procedure caused a difference between Quantity 
and Balance in the Tool Info procedure. This only occurred if a tool had multiple locations. 
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 MWIK-A2WCX2 - Changes in the Preparation procedure could be logged, even if they weren’t saved. 

 PFLN-A33HRE - It was possible to create Parts in the Preparation procedure when you had Modify only as 
User rights. 

 SWIO-A34J3L - The Pre-Calculation procedure used distribution from calculations saved to Post-
calculated mean price when you selected to value S parts according to a Price list. Now is the distribution 
from Current price list used primarily and distribution from Calculated standard price secondly. 

 JLIN-A3FK96 - When you reported Subcontract shipment, the block against negative balance didn’t work 
properly. The operation wasn’t sent, but some of the material was withdrawn. Now no material will be 
withdrawn when you have activated the setting to block reportings if there is a negative total balance on 
the material. 

Purchase 

 JELA-9XRCSM - It was possible to enter data on rows for non-existing orders in the Arrival Reporting 
procedure, which caused a program error. 

 LAHM-A2L9UC - News: If you have bank setting Nordea or PlusGiro as well as payment method LB or LBI 
and send a credit supplier invoice, the due date will be set to the date entered in the Register Supplier 
Invoice procedure. Previously you could set the due date one year ahead. These credit invoices were then 
monitored and as soon as you received a debit invoice the credit amount was deducted. 

 PFLN-A35D7W - It wasn’t possible to copy Suppliers part number by using the short cut key Ctrl + C in the 
Part Info (F12) procedure. 

 LREM-A3SDNC - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you tried to pay an invoice with zero amount. 

 PFLN-A45GNN - MONITOR shut down with a program error when you changed Delivery address on a 
purchase order in the Register Purchase Order procedure. 

 KFTM-A46GRK - The Authorize for Payment procedure didn’t work properly in version 8.1.4 of MONITOR 
and the program shut down with an error. 

Sales 

 FOHN-9BMKHJ - News: Now it’s possible to use Goods searching in the Shipment List procedure for 
shippers with Shipping agent ID set to APS in the Update Shipping Agent procedure. (Please note that it 
is mandatory that Memnon is activated on this account.) 

 FOHN-9QUBZ8 - The Search form in the Import EDI Orders procedure displayed an empty first row when 
you generated a row for minimum order amount set on the Customer. 

 JLÖR-9TLHEJ - If you selected a price list with staggered prices in the Price List – Sales procedure, 
staggered prices from a Customer linked price. 

 CSIG-9Y3C96 - Delegated work was also placed outside scheduled time in the Resource Planning 
window. 

 CSIG-9Y3D6E - Now the planned jobs (yellow marked) remain when you scroll in the Resource Planning 
window (Register Service Order). 

 CSIG-9ZJ93U - The Resource Planning calculated incorrectly when the start time was outside the day 
schedule. 

 CSIG-A2G9ZQ - Bold, italic and underlined text didn’t work on text rows in the Report Service Order 
procedure. 

 KFTM-A2LGZT - News: Now there is a Crystal Reports form for Reprint pro forma invoice from Customer 
order. 

 JLIN-A2ZJQM - Blanket orders with delivery reported calls weren’t displayed in the Order List – Sales 
procedure. 
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 FOHN-A337LJ - Place of Terms of Delivery will use the same setting as the setting Terms of delivery in the 
Customer Order Transfer. MONITOR Customer Order Transfer is a supplement. 

 FOHN-A33HYU - News: Changed order confirmation is also activated by changed price and changed 
discount. 

 SSTG-A34DLB - A program error occurred when you reported service order with additional text in the 
Report Service Order procedure. 

 CSIG-A3ADP4 - Status 0 Preliminary was hidden in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 FPEN-A3AGX6 - The Register Customer Order procedure could during certain circumstances incorrectly 
move rows to a new order. 

 FOHN-A3BGU2 - There was no alternative for printing external documents in the Packing List procedure. 

 FOHN-A3BL2F - The icons for printing and sending by e-mail were greyed out if you changed information in 
the Packing List procedure. 

 SHYS-A3FCKZ - News: This affects confirmation of CSV factoring file from SEB. If this confirmation file has 
a Bank charge in the "discount" column, the match of the invoice is made against the invoice amount in the 
file. The charge is automatically coded on the account for Bank charge that you have registered in the 
Standard Chart of Accounts. Exception account for the bank charge can of course be registered on 
Customers; this will override the account in the Standard Chart of Accounts. 

 SHYS-A3FRS2 - News: This only affects systems used in Denmark. Now we have implemented export of 
Intrastat Import and Export by file to Denmark statistics. Adaptation 695 – Danish intrastat is required for 
this export. 

 SHYS-A3GKSM - News: Selection on Order date is added in the Order List – Sales procedure. 

 CSIG-A3HGQH - Invoicing plan on the Customer caused a program error when you saved in the Register 
Service Order procedure. 

 FOHN-A3JA6D - The Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure moved the focus up to the first row 
when you changed procedure. 

 MSVK-A3JBVY - An error message was displayed if you wanted to send an Interest invoice and attach an 
xml-file. 

 SSÖG-A3PDCT - The Delivery log in the Part Info procedure now displays the Reference number from the 
Extra information on order rows. 

 SSÖG-A3S9HN - In Finvoic format 320 XML, only rows belonging to one order were included in the EDI file 
if you used Comprehensive invoices. 

 JLIN-A3VKNJ - If you used Mark-up % as pricing method on quote rows, a 0% mark-up gave zero price 
each. Now the price each will be the same as the Standard price. 

 SSÖG-A3WB4Q - Fictitious Parts with two incorporated parts with alloy costs added during delivery 
reporting wasn’t possible to manage in the Delivery List procedure. 

 KFTM-A3WEPP - An error message was displayed when saving, if you had invoicing-/payment plans with 
Additional names and mandatory coding. 

 KFTM-A3XD5Z - The project coding wasn’t automatically transferred from Customer order to Purchase 
order; if you had set that purchase order should be created automatically when you register Customer 
order. 

 AFOG-A3XL5J - News: A new Extra Info setting for shipping management: Automatic printout (Unifaun) is 
added in the Update Supplier procedure. The setting is activated by default, if you deactivate it, 
automatically printout of shipments when exporting to Unifaun is stopped.  

 FOHN-A46C7B - News: We have implemented the new routing for DSV that is valid from 2015-11-15. The 
new file DSV_Routing.csv is available on our website. 

 FOHN-A46E2F - If row types were changed on a Customer order, then could text rows be missing on the 
Pick list. 
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 FOHN-A46KGV - There was a problem with the printouts if you changed a Text row to a Part row in the 
middle of a block of text on a Customer order or a Quote. 

 LREM-A48AKS - If you enter an own reference that doesn’t exist in the drop-down on a customer order, 
this reference will be included in the export file to BGC Invoice. 

 AFOG-A48EWW - A warning about transferring format was displayed in the Print Shipping Documents 
procedure even if you used shipper trough Unifaun/APS. 

 SSÖG-A4C9PX - Import with format number 330 - ORDER PRI retail in the Import EDI Orders procedure 
was interrupted because the EAN code was imported to the Customers part number field, which gave 
yellow (incorrect) rows. 

Inventory 

 RDJF-8CZB2A - Planned dates on nonconformity activities were incorrectly calculated. 

 CSIG-9YNH5C - A program error occurred if you selected on Actual delivery period in the Delivery 
Performance to Customer procedure. 

 CSIG-A2VGZF - Fields were missing in the Register Nonconformity procedure if you opened it from the 
Register Service Order procedure. 

 SWIO-A3BK8T - A program error occurred in the Refill List – Purchase procedure if you had a WH 
purchase on a part on the row above a part that missed WH purchase. 

 SSTG-A3NCFZ - Activities on Customer nonconformities were printed on the form Confirmation, even if you 
had deselected Print in the Register Basic Data procedure. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-A25FUM - A program error occurred in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure when you had 
opened the calendar for an authorization date and placed the cursor over the I (Information) icon. 

 PFLN-A2TFMR - A program error occurred if you used the Info menu in the Recording List procedure, list 
type Only present employees. 

 JLIN-A38D7H - If you clocked in late and changed schedule to a night schedule in the Recording 
Terminal procedure, you got absence for the entire regular scheduled time. 

 JLIN-A3AFAQ - If you finished a job in the Recording Terminal procedure and previewed documents 
linked to the Order addl. text, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. This error could only occur 
in systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 JLIN-A3HCP4 - If you Batch reported material in the Recording Terminal procedure, the reported 
quantity on Parts with multiple units became incorrect when you reported the material in Alternate unit. 

Accounting 

 LREM-A3CGR5 - Now it’s no longer possible to have gaps in the number series in the Accrual Accounting 
procedure (i.e. 1-11, 13-19). 

 LREM-A3HCUB - It wasn’t possible to make Scheduled depreciations if you hadn’t entered the all the 
information about the asset group in the Register Fixed Asset Groups procedure. 

 LAHM-A4BGX2 - An error message could be displayed in the Rename Account procedure if you imported 
from file and the new accounts contained more than 6 characters. 

General Settings 

 AFOG-A2MKR4 - When synchronizing Inter-company user from FTG_001, e-mail addresses and other 
settings weren’t updated. 
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Management Accounting 

 LREM-A44GXX - If you had several Terms registered in the Update Coding Method procedure, a Coding 
ID could be coded even if all other terms weren’t fulfilled. This could only occur if the term in the bottom of 
the list were true, then all other terms became true. If you use Customer category as a term you could get 
red posts if the Manufacturing order had a different number than the Customer order. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-A39G7D - The phrase Show variables determined by sel. grp. wasn’t translated to other languages; it 
was always displayed in Swedish. This only affected systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 
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